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Bar'Diel Tar'Vas

Bar'Diel Tar'Vas is a player character played by Yoshi.

Bar'Diel Tar'Vas
Species: Neshaten (Shukaren Daur)
Gender: Female

Age: 18
Height: 4'6“
Weight: 70.8lb

Organization:
Occupation: Ini'she (Counselor)

Rank:
Current Placement:

Preferred Plots:

Physical Characteristics

Height: 4'6”
Mass: 70.8lb
Measurements: 35B-21-36

Build and Skin Color: Bar'Deil is average build without any muscle tone. Her flesh is a dark desert brush
in color.

Eyes and Facial Features: Her eyes are a dark crimson with a bright red rings along the edges of the
irises. Her face has a cherubic look to it and she always has a lopsided smile on her lips.

Ears: Her red fuzzed ears have dark crimson toughs at the top. her tail matches the ears with the red fur
with a crimson tip.

Hair Color and Style: Her hair is kept long kept in bands that clasp around the hair in different points, her
bangs which hang down around 6 inches, framing her face. It is all crimson fading to red at the tips of her
bangs.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Bar'Diel is a laid back person, she always moves with a feeling of non-stressed. Never one to
outwardly stress the small things, she looks for best in a situation. Although her attitude is laid back she
is very competent, always on top of her assignment, allowing for her the time to look slacked off and
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carefree.

She enjoys working around new people and hopes to create new friends as she goes, and more so enjoys
helping others with their problems. She truly loves giving her little brother grief, but no matter how much
she gives him, his well being is foremost on her mind.

Likes: Hot baths, Quiet soft music, Bugging her little brother.
Dislikes: spacesuits, assholes.
Goals: To help everyone live happy lives.

History

Family (or Creators)

Mother: Than'tos Ta'Vas Father: Sact'El Ta'Vas Brother: Zu'Rel Tar'Vas

Pre-RP

Born in 745 ER to Sect'el and Than'tos Tar'vas, Bar'diel grew up a happy kit in a loving and supportive
atmosphere. With a balance of fredom and discipline she had the chance to take on what she wanted
while instilling an appropriate level of responsibility.

She joined early_solder_training at age 8 and from there showed an incredible ability for teamwork and
morale. The young kit also managed to impress with the usual soldiering skills as well, learning law,
history, combat and survival readily. Bar'diel then fully joined the Youth Corps at 12, taking her
specializations in counseling, sociology, and psychology.

Current

Leaving after her enlistment was up at the age of 16 She left with her brother and started making plans
to explore the universe.

Skills

Technology Operation: She knows how to use software and hardware, and sort through the data to find
the information that he would like.

Fighting: She received hand-to-hand combat training, followed up with a rigorous training program.
Bar'Diel is skilled and experienced in combat both in hi-gravity, Low-gravity, and zero-gravity conditions
with and without weapons.
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Knowledge: Her training gave her a firm grasp on Neshaten, leading her to be understand the
ramifications of her actions on the future. She is also well versed in the Neshaten laws both civilian and
military.

Humanities: After being train in both psychology and counseling, Bar'Diel fell in love with helping others.
She focused more of her time and training to the field leading to her becoming a Ship's counselor.

Communications: Bar'Diel is familiar with basic radio operation and procedures and can make
transmissions to and receive transmissions from other characters through headsets, starships, power
armor, and shuttles in both combat and non-combat conditions. She is fluent in Tinacen and can speak
and write both correctly and efficiently and can write reports, fill forms, issue orders under fire, etc. Her
training in psychology has also allowed her communication skills to grow, learning to say what would be
best in each situation with individuals.

Physical: Ever since her time in boot, she had kept her self fit and well trained. She runs two to three
miles every day, as time permits. She is quite fit and back in school trained in acrobatics, namely the
bars and tumbling.

Survival and Military: Her training in boot taught her to survive in hostile environments. She can build
shelters, hunt and forage for food, build a fire, etc. She had a few problems during the camouflage
classes and guerrilla warfare tactics, but she still passed with flying colors.

Inventory

Bar'Diel Tar'Vas has the following items:

* Clothing * Armored Body Suit (standard) * Neshaten Standard Issue Military Uniform * Neshaten
Working Uniform

* Weapons * Velarious Swordrifle * Seta'sis Sword * Standard Issue Plasma Pistol * Combat Knife *
Standard Hygiene Pack * Neshaten Light Vision Goggles * Utility belt * Extra weaponized power crystals *
Flashlight * Communicator * Duffel Bag (for storing personnel items) * Personal Clothing * Black leather
doublet * Black canvas skirt * Various colored thermal shirts * Various colored Tee shirts * Various
colored and style panties

* Black PID Crystal(Enlisted) * Credit Card (Only if their PID Crystal isn't being used for that purpose)

Finances

Bar'Diel Tar'Vas is currently Freelance.
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Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
5000 Rn Starting Funds
5000 Rn +500 Aug
5500 Rn +500 Sep
6000 Rn +500 Oct
6500 Rn +500 Nov
7000 Rn +500 Dec

2014

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
7500 Rn +500 Jan
8000 Rn +500 Feb
8500 Rn +500 Mar
9000 Rn +500 Apr
9500 Rn +500 May
10,000 Rn +500 Jun
10,500 Rn +500 July
11,000 Rn +500 Aug
11,500 Rn +500 Sept
31,500 Rn +20,000 Pay Fix Bonus
33,000 Rn +2500 Oct

2015

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
16,500 Exchange to Ks

OOC Discussion

Yoshi did everything but the pre-rp, that was done by Biosamurai :D

Do Not Allow to be adopted out… rather the character is killed off.

Character Data
Character Name Bar'Diel Tar'Vas
Character Owner Yoshi
Character Status Inactive Player Character
Neshaten Personnel
Rank X'Muyeia
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